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LEGEND

PROPERTY COVERAGE STENTS OVERFLOW OUTFALL LOCATIONS

[Map with various locations marked and references]

REFERENCE:
- NORTH COBH OVERFLOWS
- SW001-NCOBH
- SW002-COBH
- SW007-COBH
- DOCK COTTAGES
- NORTH COBH OVERFLOW
- STATION CAR PARK OVERFLOW
- OLD TOWN HALL OVERFLOW
- RUSHBROOKE OVERFLOW
- PEBBLE BEACH OVERFLOW

REFERENCES:
- DOCK COTTAGES
- NORTH COBH

E581945, N568725

Yours faithfully,

Shane Cosgrove
Chartered Engineer, Senior Project Manager
for NICHOLAS O'DWYER LTD.

Unit E4, Nutgrove Office Park,
Nutgrove Avenue, Dublin 14
T +353 1 296 9000
F +353 1 296 9001
E dublin@nodwyer.com
W www.nodwyer.com
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Colvill House,
24-26 Talbot Street,
Dublin 1.
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